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BCH Solutions specialises in creating feature-rich and innovative call handling products. Through our unique status as a single provider 
with in-house design, development and support expertise, we offer exceptional product knowledge. This together with our passion for 
our products confirms our commitment to provide our partners with the best long term consulting, training and support.

Audio Meeting Core

Defined by flexibility and affordability, Audio Meeting Core not only forms the foundation 
of our conferencing suite, but the bedrock of our clients’ conferencing services. 
Audio Meeting Core delivers all your necessary core conferencing requirements 
in a single one-stop service, enabling you to connect and engage with those 
who matter in a time and cost-effective way.

Advanced conferencing functions as standard
Featuring all those functions present in our advanced conferencing service, 
Audio Meeting Core is a capable choice. With ease-of-use recognised as a 
crucial function, added functions such as enhanced Chairperson Control are 
quick to set-up and straightforward to use, making the service a cost-effective 
alternative to operator assisted calls.

Secure and reliable conferencing anytime and anywhere
Callers with mobile or landline phones can access the service anywhere and at 
anytime. They enjoy clear and good quality audio from ISDN-based telephony. 
They’re not victims to fluctuating bandwidth or echo, so often associated with slow 
connections. Neither do they leave service reliability and security in the hands of the 
Internet. Instead, unsurpassed security and uninterrupted service is delivered through 
dedicated PSTN lines and Tier 1 primary network servers.

The self-managed advantage

Dedicated Chairperson control
There’s no paperwork; there’s no hassle. You run Audio Meeting knowing that you’re in full control. From placing callers on 
hold until Chairpersons arrival, monitoring, identifying, muting and unmuting callers, to inviting or preventing latecomers 
joining the conference and the ability to end the call immediately with a single click makes your administration straightforward 
and your management professional.

Audio Meeting Core meets the challenge of staying in touch
Make escalating meeting costs spent on time and travel a thing of the past. Run Audio Meeting Core to benefit from flexible 
working practices, to connect and engage with anyone, anytime and anywhere.

• Record and retrieve conferences via a dedicated 
management portal

• Distribute multiple access numbers to mobile and 
international callers

• Use and control caller types – ‘Chairperson, 
‘Contributor’ and ‘Audience’

• Manage contacts and send email invitations
• Customise all prompts
• Download reports and statistics to make informed 

decisions
• Compatible with Audio Meeting Advanced to 

enable simple migration to the Core service

• Consistently Quality Audio 
• Enhanced Chair Control
• Customise All Prompts
• Cost Effective Solution
• Migrate Advanced Service

• Store Contacts
• Send Invitations 
• Enhanced Security
• Full PIN Reporting
• Call Recording


